Retinogenesis involves expansion of pluripotent progenitors, specification of postmitotic precursors, and terminal differentiation. Rb or Rb/p107 loss causes retinoblastoma in humans or mice, respectively. One model suggests that Rb-or Rb/ p107-deficient retinal precursors have infinite proliferative capacity but are death-prone and must acquire an antiapoptotic mutation. Indeed, we show that Rb/p107 loss does not affect progenitor proliferation or precursor specification, but perturbs cell cycle exit in all seven retinal precursors. However, three precursors survive Rb/p107-loss and stop proliferating following terminal differentiation. Tumors arise from precursors that escape this delayed growth arrest. Thus, retinoblastoma arises from a precursor that has extended, not infinite, proliferative capacity, and is intrinsically death-resistant, not deathprone. We suggest that additional lesions common in retinoblastoma overcome growth arrest, not apoptosis.
Figure 1. Models of retinoblastoma
A: Retinal development. At E11, the retina consists of a neuroblastic layer (NBL) made up of dividing progenitors (white circle, green nuclei). See text for explanation of position of oscillating cell bodies and relation to cell cycle phase. At P0, the NBL contains a mix of progenitors and postmitotic precursors (colored circles, red nuclei) and is separated from the differentiated ganglion cell layer (GCL) by the inner plexiform layer (IPL). By P8, there are no progenitors, fewer precursors, and more differentiated rods (r), cones (c), horizontal (h), bipolar (b), Mü ller (m), amacrine (a), and ganglion (g) cells. Retinal development is essentially complete by P18. B: Timing of cell births. The period when each precursor is born (exits the cell cycle) is diagrammed. C: Death model. Progenitors with finite proliferative capacity (PC, broken green curved arrow) normally differentiate into postmitotic precursors which differentiate into seven retinal cell types. RB loss does not block precursor specification, but generates cells with infinite PC (green curved arrow). Ectopically dividing precursors are deleted by apoptosis. Tumors only arise when another mutation (M) renders precursors deathresistant. D: Differentiation model. Here, precursors only have limited PC (broken green curved arrow). Some precursors (mouse c, r, b, g-see text) are deleted by apoptosis. However, others (h, a, m-see text) tolerate ectopic division, and eventually exit the cell cycle by RB-independent means linked to terminal differentiation. Tumors only arise when another mutation (M) generates cells with the ability to divide indefinitely.
precursors, cell cycle exit in one or more precursors, and/or Rb lesions may overcome apoptosis. First, SV40 large T antigen (Tag), which inactivates both RB and the proapoptotic protein terminal differentiation. RB is detectable in the embryonic GCL, p53, transforms photoreceptor precursors (Al-Ubaidi et al., but not NBL, suggesting that it may regulate cell birth and/or 1992a), but human papilloma virus protein E7, which targets differentiation (Gallie et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 1997) . Indeed, RB but not p53, induces apoptosis in these cells in wild-type ectopically dividing cells can be detected in the GCL of Rb Ϫ/Ϫ mice and tumors in p53 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Howes et al., 1994) . Thus, mice at E13 (Saavedra et al., 2002) . These embryos perish soon bypassing a death pathway may be a prerequisite for retinal after E13, but explant studies revealed that the Rb Ϫ/Ϫ retina cell transformation. Second, the death of Rb Ϫ/Ϫ embryos is produces more cells than the wild-type retina (Zhang et al., linked to apoptosis in several tissues (Clarke et al., 1992; Jacks 2004) . This result supports the idea that Rb loss might result in et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1992) . However, in chimeric mice, Rb Ϫ/Ϫ ectopic precursor division, but does not rule out the alternative embryonic stem (ES) cells contribute to most tissues as effithat progenitor cells cycle faster or for an extended period.
ciently as wild-type cells, demonstrating that cell death in the Indeed, the same study detected RB in dividing progenitors as Rb Ϫ/Ϫ embryo is indirect. Indeed, most apoptosis in these emwell as postmitotic cells in the postnatal retina (Zhang et al., bryos is secondary to a placental defect (Wu et al., 2003) . Nota-2004) . Thus, a comprehensive analysis of the effects of Rb loss bly, however, Rb Ϫ/Ϫ cells contribute poorly to chimeric retinas, on the cell cycle in progenitors and precursors is required.
supporting the idea that apoptosis is the default response of Human retinoblastoma tumors contain several recurrent geRb-deficient retinal cells. Finally, although Rb ϩ/Ϫ mice develop netic changes in addition to Rb inactivation (Chen et al., 2001, pituitary tumors rather than retinoblastoma, chimeras generated 2002). For example, 1q31 and 6p22 gains are present in at least using Rb
;p107 Ϫ/Ϫ ES cells develop sporadic retinoblastoma 50% of tumors. One hypothesis suggests that Rb loss confers amid a mass of dying cells (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1998) , infinite proliferative capacity on retinal precursors, but ectopiarguing, again, that the retinoblastoma cell-of-origin faces an cally dividing cells die unless they accumulate an antiapoptotic early battle with death ( Figure 1C ). In this model, tumor cells mutation prior to their demise ( Figure 1C ) (Gallie et al., 1999) . must acquire a mutation that overcomes the tendency for ectopically dividing cells to die. Three strands of evidence indirectly support the idea that post-Several issues should be considered in assessing the above cells were detected ( Figure 2E ). Quantification showed that the death model. First, although RB regulates retinal proliferation number of cones and amacrine and horizontal neurons in the (Zhang et al., 2004) , it is unclear whether it modulates the rate mature RBKO or WT retinas were similar (Supplemental Figures of division in progenitors and/or the timing of cell cycle exit S1D-S1F). Cones had stunted segments, likely an indirect conduring the transition to postmitotic precursors. Second, p53 is sequence of fewer rods (Usukura et al., 1994) . In the DKO retina, intact in human retinoblastoma (Gallie et al., 1999) ; thus, viral ganglion and bipolar cells were also absent, and in addition, all oncoprotein expression in photoreceptor precursors may not rods and cones were missing ( Figure 2D , Supplemental Figures mimic the origins of the human disease. Third, while chimeric S1A-S1D). Remarkably, amacrine, horizontal, and Mü ller glia studies suggest some cell autonomous death of Rb Ϫ/Ϫ or were preserved ( Figure 2E ), and quantification revealed WT Rb Ϫ/Ϫ ;p107 Ϫ/Ϫ retinal cells, it is unclear whether all or only a numbers of Pax6 ϩ amacrine and Calbindin ϩ horizontal neurons subset of cell types are affected. Indeed, inactivation of Rb and in the mature DKO retina (Supplemental Figures S1E and S1F ). p107 in the developing cerebellum induces apoptosis in granule,
The absence of specific neurons in RBKO or DKO retina basket, and stellate neurons, but Purkinje neurons and Bergwas reflected in the structure of the plexiform layers. In the mann glia survive . Fourth, it is also unclear RBKO retina, fewer rod and bipolar synapses thinned the outer whether precursors could divide indefinitely if they did survive.
plexiform layer (OPL) ( Figure 2C ). In the DKO retina, which lacked Thus, direct evidence for the death model ( Figure 1C ) is lacking.
rods, cones, and bipolar cells, the OPL was absent ( Figure 2C ). To study the role of RB and p107 in retinogenesis and retinoIn accordance with the loss of synaptic contacts, horizontal cell blastoma, we exploited conditional inactivation of Rb in the processes were disorganized in the RBKO retina and virtually retina of p107 Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Rb/p107 inactivation did not affect proabsent in the DKO retina ( Figure 2E ). The dramatic structural genitor division, or precursor specification, but resulted in ecdifference in the OPL accurately marked the transition between topic proliferation of all retinal precursors, implicating these WT central and KO peripheral retina, as it was clearly visible cells, rather than progenitors, as the source of retinoblastoma.
with a nuclear DAPI stain, and precisely correlated with the loss In tumor-prone double knockout (DKO) retina, four precursor types died prior to maturation, but three INL precursors survived of RB expression ( Figure 2C ). and generated terminally differentiated horizontal, amacrine, In contrast to the OPL, a distinct inner plexiform layer (IPL) and Mü ller cells. Critically, these cells stopped dividing even in was detected in the mature RBKO or DKO retina (Figures 2C-the absence of RB/p107. Sporadic tumors arose that escaped 2E), but consisted entirely of amacrine processes, since both growth arrest and expressed transcription factor determinants bipolar and ganglion cells were absent ( Figures 2D and 2E ). of the surviving, intrinsically death-resistant precursors. These Calretinin staining, which marks a subset of amacrine and gandata support an alternative retinoblastoma model in which glion cells, highlighted three strata in the WT IPL, but only one death-resistant precursors with extended but not infinite prolifin the RBKO or DKO IPL (arrows, Figure 2E ). erative capacity must overcome differentiation-induced growth arrest rather than apoptosis ( Figure 1D ). The post-Rb genetic Precursors of missing cells are specified defects common in human retinoblastoma may facilitate this in the absence of RB/p107 process. The idea of a naturally death-resistant cell-of-origin Cell loss in mutant retinas could indicate a role for RB in differenmay partially explain why retinoblastoma arises in fewer genetic tiation or survival. To determine whether RB affects cell type steps than adult tumors and suggests that tumor resistance to specification, we surveyed a variety of fate determinants and/ apoptosis is not always acquired through mutation.
or specific precursor markers. Brn3b is expressed in precursor and mature ganglion cells and is essential for their development Results (Erkman et al., 1996; Gan et al., 1996) . Brn3b ϩ cells were absent A subset of RBKO or DKO retinal cells survive in mature RBKO or DKO retina ( Figure 2D ), but many positive and differentiate cells were found at E17, and their numbers diminished severely To study the cell-specific effects of Rb or Rb/p107 loss in the by P0 (Figure 3 ). Crx is critical for the proper terminal differentiaretina, we crossed floxed Rb mice (Marino et al., 2000 ; Vooijs tion of photoreceptors, but is also present in rod/cone precuret al., 2002) with a strain carrying a Cre recombinase transgene sors (Chen et al., 1997; Furukawa et al., 1997) . Despite the under the control of the Pax6 ␣-enhancer (␣-Cre), which is active absence of rods in the mature DKO retina, Crx ϩ precursors in peripheral retinal progenitors at embryonic day ten (E10, Fig- were detected in the presumptive ONL at E17 and P0, but had ure 2A) (Marquardt et al., 2001) . Rb deletion in progenitors mimreduced significantly by P8 (Figure 3 ). Crx is also present in ics human retinoblastoma, where, by definition, lesions must bipolar cells (Bibb et al., 2001) , and consistent with the later occur in dividing cells. ;␣-Cre animals was contive INL at P8 ( Figure 3) ; the bipolar identity of these cells was firmed by PCR analysis and immunofluorescence (Figures 2B confirmed by staining for Chx10, which is essential for bipolar and 2C). Hereafter, the wild-type, Rb Ϫ/Ϫ , and Rb Figure 3 ) (Burmeister et al., 1996) . The nuclear notypes are referred to as WT, RBKO, and DKO, respectively. receptor Tr␤2 specifies a major subset of cones (green cones) In the mature RBKO retina, ganglion (Brn3b) and bipolar . Cones were missing in the mature DKO retina cells (PKC, Vsx1) were much reduced, and there were fewer ( Figure 2D ), but many Tr␤2 ϩ precursors were detected in the rods (rhodopsin, rod arrestin) ( Figure 2D , Supplemental Figures presumptive ONL at E17 (Figure 3) . Thus, the absence of rod, S1A-S1C at http://www.cancercell.org/cgi/content/full/5/6/ cone, bipolar, and ganglion cells in the mature DKO retina was 539/DC1). In contrast, many cone (cone arrestin), amacrine (Pax6, syntaxin), horizontal (Calbindin), and Mü ller (CRALBP) not due to a lack of precursor specification. 
Death of RB/107-deficient ganglion
mice lack ganglion, bipolar cells, rods, and cones, whereas RBKO mice have many rods and all cones ( Figure 2D ). TUNEL but not amacrine precursors The above data suggest that missing cells may have died prior peaked at P8 ( Figure 4A ) corresponding to the disappearance of Crx ϩ rods and Crx ϩ /Chx10 ϩ bipolar cells from the DKO retina to terminal differentiation. Indeed, the reduced thickness of the RBKO or DKO P30 retina ( Figure 2E ) was consistent with cell between P0 and P8 ( Figure 3 ). To examine cell death more closely, we compared amacrine loss. TUNEL analysis revealed elevated apoptosis at P0, P8, and P18 in the RBKO or DKO retina ( Figure 4A ). Cell death was and ganglion cells, which are born at similar times ( Figure 1B Figure 4C ). Brn3b specifically marks 70% of ganglion cells (Xiang et al., 1993) , 1B). In the chimeric retina, the product of an IRBP-p53 transgene present in DKO cells was only detected at early stages of develwhile Pax6 stains both amacrine cells and over 90% of Brn3b ϩ ganglion cells (data not shown). Thus, we reasoned that if both opment (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1998) . The IRBP promoter drives expression in newly born and mature photoreceptors, amacrine and ganglion cells were dying in the DKO retina, more active caspase 3 positive (AC3 ϩ ) cells would express Pax6 which supports our conclusion that these cells are deleted prior to maturation. Altogether, these data suggest that DKO gan-(amacrine ϩ ganglion) than Brn3b (ganglion only). Instead, the proportion of AC3 ϩ cells in the inner third of the DKO E17 retina glion, rod, cone, and bipolar cells are specified, but then die by apoptosis prior to maturation. that were Brn3b ϩ or Pax6 ϩ was identical ( Figures 4C and 4D ). Some cells stained for AC3 but not Brn3b or Pax6; these cells could be either Brn3b Ϫ or Pax6 Ϫ ganglion cells, or late stage Ectopic division of all precursors in the RBKO or DKO retina Brn3b ϩ or Pax6 ϩ apoptotic cells that had undergone significant proteolysis. These data, coupled with the disappearance of We next assessed whether RB loss caused ectopic division in the retina. These analyses were important to test the idea that Brn3b ϩ DKO ganglion precursors between E17 and P0, the presence of many Pax6 ϩ DKO cells at P0 and P8 (Figures 3 RB-deficient retinal precursors have infinite proliferative capacity ( Figure 1C ). Also, if precursor cell death follows ectopic prolifand 5F and Supplemental Figures S1A and S1F), and the many mature DKO amacrine cells at P30 ( Figure 2E ), suggest that eration, a facile explanation for the survival of a subset of retinal precursors would be that these cells do not require RB to exit ganglion precursors are deleted, but many amacrine precursors survive and terminally differentiate.
the cell cycle. Mice of various ages were labeled with BrdU for two hours It was difficult to confirm directly that photoreceptor or bipolar precursors also die by apoptosis, because the AC3 antibody prior to sacrifice, and anti-BrdU immunostaining used to locate S phase cells ( Figure 5A ). At P0, the number of S phase cells and Crx, Tr␤2, or Chx10 antibodies were from the same species and other AC3 antibodies we tried did not work well. However, was similar in all genotypes ( Figure 5B ), but ectopic S phase cells could be observed at the outer edge of the RBKO or DKO cones and ganglion cells are born at similar times ( Figure 1B) , and the disappearance of cones closely paralleled that of ganretina, the location of maturing photoreceptors, and in the inner retina, where amacrine and ganglion cells reside ( Figure 5A ). glion cells (Figure 3 ). Rod and bipolar precursors also disappeared soon after specification; rod births peak at P0 ( significant increases both in the RBKO and DKO retina (Figure exited the cell cycle, only labeled rod, Mü ller, and bipolar cells would have been detected in mutant retina. Instead, many 5C). At P8, there were many BrdU ϩ cells in the RBKO or DKO retina, which contrasted markedly with the WT retina, in which BrdU ϩ amacrine cells were observed in the inner RBKO or DKO retina ( Figure 5G and data not shown). division had virtually ceased ( Figure 5A ). The total number of ectopic BrdU ϩ cells in the DKO retina was 2.5-and 4-fold above
We also analyzed whether other DKO retinal precursors divide ectopically. Math3 is expressed in bipolar and amacrine the RBKO retina at P8 and P18, respectively ( Figure 5B ). Surprisingly, ectopic division ceased in the DKO retina by P30 (Figure precursors (Inoue et al., 2002) , and Hes5 is expressed in Mü ller precursors (Hojo et al., 2000) . In situ analysis coupled with BrdU 5A), contradicting the idea that RB-deficient precursors have infinite proliferative capacity ( Figure 1C) . labeling showed that cells expressing Math3 and Hes5 were dividing in DKO but not WT retina (Supplemental Figure S2) . To determine whether all or only the subset of DKO retinal cells underwent ectopic division, we performed a series of douProx1 is required for horizontal cell differentiation and is also expressed in a subset of amacrine neurons (Dyer et al., 2003) . ble labeling experiments. As described earlier, a similar fraction of AC3 ϩ apoptotic cells in the inner E17 retina were Brn3b ϩ or Horizontal cells only constitute 1% of the retina, and occasional ectopically dividing Prox1 ϩ cells were observed in the DKO but Pax6 ϩ ( Figure 4D ). In contrast to these apoptosis assays, the fraction of dividing Pax6 ϩ amacrine plus ganglion cells at E17 not WT outer retina at P8 (Supplemental Figure S2) . Larger numbers were seen in the inner retina corresponding to a Prox1 ϩ greatly exceeded the fraction of dividing Brn3b ϩ ganglion cells ( Figures 5D and 5E ), suggesting that both ganglion and amacrine subset of amacrine precursors (Dyer et al., 2003) . Finally, dividing Crx ϩ and Chx10 ϩ photoreceptor and bipolar precursors precursors were dividing ectopically. There were no dividing Brn3b ϩ or Pax6 ϩ cells in the inner WT retina at E17 (data not were also detected in the DKO, but not WT P8 retina (Supplemental Figure S2 ). shown). Moreover, at P0 and P8, when there were few remaining ganglion cells ( Figures 2D and 3 ), there were still many Pax6 ϩ / Altogether, these data show that all precursors divide ectopically, including those that survive RB or RB/p107 loss. BrdU ϩ cells in the RBKO or DKO inner retina ( Figure 5F and data not shown). An additional assay was performed to confirm that amacrine precursors divide ectopically. Amacrine cell birth RB or RB/p107 loss does not affect progenitor cell division is virtually complete by P1, and the remaining progenitors give rise to rod, Mü ller, and bipolar cells ( Figure 1B) . We injected
The above data show that RB is required for the correct timing of cell cycle exit in specified precursors, but do not reveal mice daily with BrdU from P1-P8. If amacrine precursors had whether RB and/or p107 also modulate the cell cycle in dividing ies to phosphohistone H3, an M phase marker, stained normal mitotic progenitors on the outer edge of the retina together with progenitors. RB loss could alter progenitor division in two ways. First, it might prevent progenitors from differentiating into preseveral ectopic mitoses in RBKO or DKO retina ( Figure 6A , arrow). As with S phase cells, mitotic cells were observed both cursors, biasing cells to adopt later fates. However, as shown above, there were many early born ganglion, amacrine, and in unusual positions and times ( Figure 6A ), and these effects were more prominent and persistent in the DKO retina (Figures photoreceptor precursors in the embryonic DKO retina ( Figure  3) suggesting that, although RB loss uncouples cell cycle arrest 6A and 6B). However, despite the presence of ectopic dividing cells in the inner layers, the number of normal progenitor mitoses in differentiating precursors, it does not impair differentiation of progenitors into precursors.
on the outer edge of the retina was not significantly different in WT, RBKO, or DKO E17 or P0 retina ( Figure 6C ). In addition, Second, RB loss might increase progenitor proliferation without altering when they differentiate into precursors. Antibodwe counted the number of Chx10 ϩ cells at E17. At this stage, tumors in our DKO model. Indeed, retinoblastoma was observed as early as P8 in many animals, and larger tumors that filled the vitreous were evident at later stages ( Figures 7A-7C , Supplemental Table S2 ). Retinoblastoma was present in 68% or 60% of P8-P60 DKO animals or eyes, respectively (Supplemental Table S1 ). Tumors arose from the peripheral retina ( Figure 7A ), where RB was absent ( Figure 2C ), and analysis of microdissected material confirmed that tumors contained only the recombined Rb null allele (Supplemental Figure S3) . These mice represent the first inheritable model of retinoblastoma induced by Rb gene inactivation. We did not observe tumors in RBKO retina, indicating that p107 suppresses retinoblastoma following acute Rb loss during retinal development. We also did not detect abnormalities in the Rb ϩ/Ϫ ;p107 Ϫ/Ϫ retina, suggesting that the dysplasia seen in Rb ϩ/Ϫ ;p107 Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Lee et al., 1996) may require Rb loss prior to retinogenesis.
To assess tumor origin, emerging P8 and established P30 tumors were assessed for the expression of cell type determinants and other differentiation markers. Nascent P8 tumors contained many dividing cells that expressed both NeuroD and Math3, which are essential for amacrine cell genesis (Inoue et al., 2002) , and Hes5, which drives Mü ller glia differentiation (Hojo et al., 2000) (Figures 7D-7H ). In contrast, few death-prone Crx ϩ photoreceptor, Chx10 ϩ bipolar, or Brn3b ϩ ganglion precursors were detected ( Figures 7I-7N ). These cells might the result of mixing of the invading expanding tumor with surrounding nontransformed DKO cells or adjacent WT cells. Indeed, low-magnification views of the P8 tumor shown in Figure  7 suggested that it had pushed the neighboring WT GCL toward the vitreous, and engulfed Crx ϩ and Chx10 ϩ cells primarily at its base ( Figures 7I-7N ). These cells are a likely source of the apoptosis detected in microtumors ( Figure 7O ). Mixing is inevitable since tumors arise from the INL and at a time when there is ectopic division of all precursors. Consistent with the idea that the transformed cells arise from surviving INL precursors, mature P30 tumors consisted solely of dividing cells that expressed NeuroD and Math3 ( Figures 7P-7S) , as well as other amacrine markers such as Pax6, syntaxin, and calretinin (FigFigure 6 . Normal progenitor proliferation in RBKO or DKO retina ures 7U-7W), and a small but significant fraction of cells ex- 
stages was due to contamination (Figures 7Y-7BB and data
Scale bar in A is 50 m.
not shown). Together, the data suggest a model in which retinoblastoma arises from death-resistant INL precursors rather than death-prone ganglion, bipolar, rod, or cone precursors. Chx10 is expressed exclusively in progenitors (Liu et al., 1994) Discussion and bipolar cell birth has not commenced ( Figure 1B) . The number of Chx10 ϩ cells was not different in WT, RBKO, or DKO RB loss perturbs precursor cell cycle exit retina ( Figure 6D ). Together, these data suggest that, in contrast
Retinal cells traverse three basic developmental stages: expanto the dramatic effect in precursors, RB/p107 loss does not sion of progenitors, differentiation into postmitotic precursors, affect the cell cycle in progenitors.
and terminal differentiation into seven cell types ( Figure 1A ). Expression studies suggested that RB is absent in embryonic Retinoblastoma in the peripheral DKO retina:
progenitors but present in most postnatal progenitors, and Tumor cells express INL determinants RBKO explants generate more cells than WT explants (Gallie In chimeras, retinoblastoma requires deletion of both Rb and et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2004) . However, p107 (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1998) . Thus, unless Rb deletion was required prior to retinogenesis, we expected to observe these analyses did not reveal whether RB controls the rate and/or extent of retinal progenitor division and/or cell cycle exit BrdU injections after P1 labeled numerous RBKO and DKO amacrine cells, which are born prior to P1. Thus, RB or RB/ during the birth of one or more precursors, which is critical to understand the origin of retinoblastoma. We present functional p107 loss does not block precursor specification, but perturbs cell cycle exit in all precursors. evidence that RB or RB/p107 loss has a drastic effect on cell cycle exit in precursors. S and M phase RBKO or DKO cells were
In contrast, RB and p107 do not have major roles in controlling progenitor cell division. The number of normal mitotic proidentified in ectopic positions, and at times after proliferation normally ends, double labeling confirmed that all seven DKO genitors on the ventricular surface was not different in WT, RBKO, or DKO E17 or P0 retina, and the E17 RBKO or DKO precursors were specified and divided ectopically, and repeated retina contained normal numbers of Chx10 ϩ progenitors. Also, tumors are dominated by dividing cells expressing NeuroD and if Rb loss impaired the transition of progenitors to precursors, Math3, essential determinants of amacrine cell genesis (Inoue there might be more late-born cells at the expense of earlyet al., 2002) . Thus, consistent with the differentiation model born cells, but there were many early-born cell types in the ( Figure 1D ), tumors arise from a naturally death-resistant precur-RBKO retina.
sor. Mature tumors were devoid of precursor or mature rod, Collectively, these results indicate that RB or RB/p107 loss cone, bipolar, or ganglion cells, and emerging tumors contained has little effect on progenitor cell division or precursor specificaonly sporadic cells with these markers, suggestive of mixing tion, but uncouples cell cycle exit from differentiation. These with nontransformed DKO or neighboring WT cells. Such mixing data favor the precursor over the progenitor as the cell-of-origin is expected, since tumors arise from the INL at a time when of mouse retinoblastoma.
there is ectopic division of all precursors. Tumors also contained Mü ller (Hes5 ϩ ) precursors, but the proportion of these cells was The route to transformation: Bypassing terminal reduced in mature versus small emerging P8 tumors. All DKO differentiation, not death Mü ller cells divide at P8 and exit the cell cycle by P30; thus, Transgenic and chimeric studies (Howes et al., 1994; Robanus- the simplest interpretation is that emerging P8 tumors contain Maandag et al., 1994 Maandag et al., , 1998 provided indirect evidence for the both transformed amacrine precursors and ectopically dividing idea that the retinoblastoma cell-of-origin must overcome a nontransformed Mü ller precursors, and mature tumors contain propensity to undergo apoptosis ( Figure 1C ) (Gallie et al., 1999) . dividing amacrine and quiescent Mü ller cells. The idea that amaHowever, p53 mutations, essential for tumorigenesis in transcrine precursors are more tumor-prone than Mü ller precursors genic models, are not seen in human retinoblastoma or in mouse is supported by the observation that expressing E1A in progeniretinoblastoma derived from DKO cells (Gallie et al., 1999; Roba- tors at P0, the end of amacrine cell genesis and near the start nus-Maandag et al., 1998). Moreover, p53 loss does not rescue of Mü ller cell genesis, does not induce tumorigenesis (Zhang apoptosis or facilitate tumorigenesis in the RBKO retina (Macet al., 2004) . Alternative interpretations of our findings include pherson et al., 2004). Finally, it has never been resolved whether the possibility that both amacrine and Mü ller precursors are all ectopically dividing DKO retinal cell types are death-prone.
transformed, or that tumors arise from a precursor capable of We have provided a comprehensive analysis of the cellgenerating both amacrine neurons and Mü ller glia. Irrespective, specific effects of RB/p107 loss in the mammalian retina. Conthe major implication is that tumors derive from a naturally sistent with data from chimeric mice (Robanus-Maandag et al., death-resistant INL precursor, not one of the four death-prone 1998), considerable apoptosis was detected in the DKO retina.
precursors ( Figure 1D ). Our results reveal that ganglion, cone, rod, and bipolar cells are
We cannot formally exclude the possibility that a deathdeleted while, remarkably, horizontal, amacrine, and Mü ller glia prone rod, cone, bipolar, or ganglion precursor acquires a mutasurvive and differentiate. Absent cells were specified, since tion that simultaneously overrides apoptosis and converts it to Brn3b ϩ ganglion, Crx ϩ photoreceptor, Tr␤2 ϩ cone, and Crx ϩ / an INL precursor. If correct, this model still underscores the idea Chx10 ϩ bipolar precursor were all present in the developing that tumors exploit the natural ability of some INL precursors to DKO retina. Their disappearance correlated with increased aporesist apoptosis. We do not favor this model, because logic ptosis, and double labeling proved that ganglion cells but not dictates that the probability of sustaining a transforming mutaamacrine precursors underwent apoptosis. We do not rule out tion is considerably higher in abundant multiplying INL precurthe possibility that some horizontal, amacrine, or Mü ller precursors than in photoreceptor, bipolar, or ganglion cell precursors, sors die as precursors, or that excess cells produced by ectopic which are deleted soon after they are generated. division are later pared back due to lack of trophic support.
A third model of retinoblastoma proposed that Rb loss might However, the results show that horizontal, amacrine, and Mü ller generate cells that divide slowly, and additional mutations accelprecursors have a much greater tolerance for unscheduled DNA erate division (Zacksenhaus, 2003) . Our data suggest that Rb synthesis than rod, cone, ganglion, and bipolar cell precursors, or Rb/p107 loss affects the extent of proliferation, but further and can form a laminated retina.
work is required to establish whether the rate is different in Previously, it was suggested that Rb loss might generate ectopically dividing nontransformed versus transformed precurprecursors that have infinite proliferative capacity, but are deathsors. We emphasize the unexpected finding that even DKO cells prone ( Figure 1C ) (Gallie et al., 1999) . Our data support another eventually exit the cell cycle, lending support to the idea that model ( Figure 1D ). Three insights are critical. (1) A subset of the critical barrier to transformation is terminal differentiation, INL cell precursors survive RB or RB/p107 loss, making them rather than the rate of proliferation. attractive candidates for the tumor cell-of-origin. (2) Surviving Which factors allow RBKO or DKO retinal cells to exit the RBKO or DKO precursors divide ectopically, but for a finite cell cycle? One possibility is the remaining member of the RB period, and exit the cell cycle by P30. Thus, inactivating RB family, p130, which is upregulated during the terminal differentidoes not create precursors with infinite proliferative capacity.
ation of many cell types (Mulligan and Jacks, 1998) . Indeed, Amacrine cells formed a synaptic layer and Mü ller glia extended the Rb Ϫ/Ϫ ;p130 Ϫ/Ϫ mouse retina also develops retinoblastoma long processes and also underwent reactive gliosis, indicating (Macpherson et al., 2004) . Other cell cycle-inhibitory molecules, terminal differentiation. Thus, cells that tolerate ectopic division such as p21 Cip1 or p27
Kip1
, can block division in the absence of escape tumorigenesis not through death, but by growth arrest RB (reviewed in (Herwig and Strauss, 1997) ). Intriguingly, many associated with terminal differentiation. By extension, recurrent of the chromosomal regions altered in human retinoblastoma genetic lesions in human retinoblastoma other than Rb loss include genes involved in cell cycle regulation (Chen et al., 2001 ). (Chen et al., 2001 might not be required to overcome Finally, Harris recently argued that cancer should be viewed "as apoptosis, but to adjust the balance between proliferation and terminal differentiation ( Figure 1D Zhang et al. (2004) , percentage of retinoblastoma tumors express photoreceptor using a combination of explant and Cre-lox models. In the exmarkers, the most abundant retinal cell type (Nork et al., 1995) . plant studies, it was impossible to study ganglion cell developBern's group provided the first p53-independent mouse ment because these cells die even in WT explants, but in agreemodel of retinoblastoma (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1998) . Howment with our finding that Rb loss compromises the survival of ever, in the chimeric mice, there is variable contribution of mumany rods and most bipolar cells, E13 Rb Ϫ/Ϫ explants grown tant cells, the survival rate of embryos is erratic, the disease is for 12 days in vitro (DIV) generated all mature retinal cell types not inheritable, and the approach is challenging. The inheritable except rods, while E18.5 retinal explants grown from Rb Ϫ/Ϫ models described here and elsewhere (Macpherson et al., 2004 ) embryos with a normal placenta lacked most rods and half the will simplify analysis of the cell-of-origin of retinoblastoma, elucibipolar cells (Zhang et al., 2004) . Surprisingly, there was no dation of the genetic events linked to disease progression, and increased apoptosis in Rb Ϫ/Ϫ explants grown from E13 retina. comparison of the molecular features in mouse versus human This finding contrasts with our data, an independent analysis retinoblastoma, and provide valuable insight into the effectiveof RBKO retina in vivo (Macpherson et al., 2004) , and chimeric ness of existing and new treatments. Pathways that control the studies in which Rb Ϫ/Ϫ cells were underrepresented in the retina balance between division and terminal differentiation, or death (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1994) , suggesting distinct effects of and survival, in Rb Ϫ/Ϫ precursors present excellent avenues for Rb loss in vitro and in vivo. Zhang et al. also developed a the development of novel therapies. Cre-lox model based on a transgene that is active at E11 and expresses in patches of ‫005ف‬ cells. Consistent with our results, Relevance to other cancers patches of rod-negative ONL were observed, although data on Resistance to apoptosis is a hallmark of tumor cells and is apoptosis or the status of bipolar or ganglion cells were not typically acquired through mutation (Hanahan and Weinberg, reported. Inactivation of Rb in isolated P0 progenitors using a 2000). Our data suggest that some tumors need not acquire Cre retrovirus does not affect the composition of resulting this characteristic if they arise from the appropriate cell type. clones (Zhang et al., 2004) . The survival of all sporadic Rb Ϫ/Ϫ Intrinsic death resistance is an ideal feature of a cancer cellcells could mean that cell death in the ␣-Cre model (this work) of-origin, and may help explain why pediatric tumors reach is non-cell-autonomous, or that Rb inactivation at P0 is less malignancy in fewer steps than adult cancers. detrimental than at embryonic stages. Chimeric data suggest
The importance of understanding the properties of a cancer that loss of Rb Ϫ/Ϫ retinal cells is a cell-autonomous effect, alcell-of-origin is underscored by the distinct effects of oncogenes though it is conceivable that the fraction of WT cells was too in different cell types. For example, SV40 large T antigen has low to rescue Rb Ϫ/Ϫ cells. If sporadic Rb Ϫ/Ϫ cells are not deleted, no effect on some neurons, induces apoptosis in others, and this would strengthen the idea that retinoblastoma arises from transforms only a subset (Al-Ubaidi et al., 1992a , 1992b ; precursors that are intrinsically death-resistant ( Figure 1D) . Baetscher et al., 1991; Efrat et al., 1988) . It may be possible to Zhang et al. noted that surviving rods in Rb-deficient retina exploit the strengths of resistant cells, or attack the weaknesses exhibited abnormal structure and attributed this to a role for RB of cancer-prone cells to intervene very early in tumorigenesis. in rod differentiation. Such a function cannot be ruled out, but Unfortunately, we know little about any cancer cell-of-origin, it is difficult to interpret whether the effect is direct, or an indirect because the initiating mutation and cell-of-origin are poorly deresult of perturbing cell cycle exit, which we show affects precurfined in most cases. Retinoblastoma is an important exception, sors. Cre-mediated inactivation of Rb in postmitotic photoresince the initiating mutation is always Rb inactivation, and our ceptor precursors has no reported effect on terminal differentiadata pinpoint precursors as the tumor-prone population. Thus, tion, even in the absence of p107 and p53 . just as retinoblastoma provided the classic two-hit hypothesis (Knudson, 1971) and yielded the first tumor suppressor gene Comparing mouse and human retinoblastoma (Friend et al., 1986) , it may also provide critical insight into the Unlike the human disease, mouse retinoblastoma requires inacunique properties of a cancer cell-of-origin. These advances tivation of both Rb and p107 (Robanus-Maandag et al., 1998 may be of broad utility, since RB is part of a pathway that is and this work). Thus, it is important to consider how our findings defective in most human tumors. relate to the human disease. Many markers of mature retinal cell types have been detected in human retinoblastoma (Nork Experimental procedures et al., 1995) . We envisage three explanations as to why the tumors described here are more specific for INL markers. of transgene inheritance at birth (Marquardt et al., 2001 ). Rosa26R mice were from Jackson Laboratories.
tumor cells. Most marker analyses utilize large, mature tumors
